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ABSTRACT

archives are full of images, books, file cards and other documents. Making these cultural assets and documents available to a broader public and allowing an efficient search and
retrieval of information raised the desire to make these documents available in electronic form, which resulted in several
mass digitization projects worldwide.
Searching and information retrieval for text documents is
a well known task. Traditionally, the bag-of-word model
is used for indexing purposes, which does not consider the
position of the words in the documents [8]. Augmenting
the bag-of-word models with additional information about
the logical structure of the documents would allow more expressive queries for retrieval purposes. For instance, a query
could be narrowed to a specific logical part of the document,
like “introduction: document engineering” to search for documents that contain the terms “document” and “engineering”
in the introduction.
Challenges for structure analysis tasks are heterogeneous
document collections with many different document types
that may also change over time. Manually adapting the
structure analysis process to each document type is a laborious task and maybe uneconomical. The proposed structure analysis system addresses this problem by reducing the
manual adaption costs using a combination of machine learning algorithms with manual verification and correction of
the structure information. The machine learning algorithm
learns directly from the user’s input and adapts itself stepwise to new document types.

During the last decade national archives, libraries, museums and companies started to make their records, books
and files electronically available. In order to allow efficient
access of this information, the content of the documents
must be stored in database and information retrieval systems. State-of-the-art indexing techniques mostly rely on
the information explicitly available in the text portions of
documents. Documents usually contain a significant amount
of implicit information such as their logical structure which
is not directly accessible (unless the documents are available as well-structured XML-files) and is therefore not used
in the search process. In this paper, a new approach for analyzing the logical structure of text documents is presented.
The problem of state-of-the-art methods is that they have
been developed for a particular type of documents and can
only handle documents of that type. In most cases, adaptation and re-training for a different document type is not
possible. Our proposed method allows an efficient and effective adaptation of the structure analysis process by combining state-of-the-art machine learning with novel interactive
visualization techniques, allowing a quick adaptation of the
structure analysis process to unknown document classes and
new tasks without requiring a predefined training set.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.7.5 [Computing Methodologies]: Document Capture—
Document analysis

2.

General Terms

The analysis of the document structure is mainly used for
document image analysis and information extraction. Rulebased approaches are basic techniques which evaluate predefined rules to assign labels to the text regions [6, 7, 10].
Alternatively, various kinds of grammars have been proposed
for structure analysis [1, 3, 13]. These systems model documents with different kinds of grammars and assigns labels
to text regions by applying the grammar rules to the documents. Other structure analysis techniques include, for example, emergent computing [5] and n-grams [2]. Overviews
of structure analysis approaches for document images can be
found in [9, 11]. All mentioned approaches have in common
that they are developed for a specific task and document
type. Using any of the presented method for a different task,
would mean to modify the specific set of rules or grammars,
which is a laborious manual task. The problem of creating

Automatic Document Structure Analysis, Visual Analytics

1.

INTRODUCTION

Libraries, national archives and companies are faced with
huge amount of documents that are shelved in archives. The
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Figure 1: The different components of the system.
a representative set of training and test documents is also
not addressed by these methods.
Frameworks for visualizing document structure [14, 15]
support basic interactions and editing of meta-data. Both
methods show the structure by coloring the background according to the assigned labels. It is possible to correct the
labels or to label a document manually, but there is no direct coupling with an underlying structure analysis method
which supports the users in these tasks. Thus, the manual
corrections are not used to improve the analysis results or
reduce the manual efforts for generating reference data.
Semi-automatic methods are used for generating information extraction wrappers for web sites [4, 12]. The wrappers
use patterns based on the HTML information in the web
sites to extract the requested information. For the generation of the patterns visual interfaces are used that show the
web site with the annotated information to a user who can
verify and create annotations. The user’s input is afterwards
used to generate the appropriate patterns for the web site.

3.

Figure 2: Visualization of the structure analysis results.

and footer of pages. Lines that appear on top or bottom of
a page are headers respectively footers if they have a small
font size. In addition to the position of the line on a page,
the position within the whole document is regarded as a
feature. This is useful to identify labels appearing frequently
at a specific region within the document, e.g. titles at the
beginning or references at the end.
The second type of features considers spacing and indention properties. The spacing features describe the distances
between a line and the previous one. With this type of
features, labels with special spacing properties can be recognized. For instance, the distances between headlines and
adjacent lines are usually larger than for normal text lines.
Besides the spacing characteristics, the indentions of lines
are represented as features. Depending on the type of justification of the text, these features can be used to recognize
the beginning and the end of paragraphs. Formulas, captions or larger quotations have usually a different indention
than normal text.
The third type of features captures the font style of lines.
The font style can be varying by use of different fonts, font
size, weights or italic characters. Typically, headlines have
a larger font weight and a larger font size than normal text,
while headers and footers have usually a smaller font size.
In addition to the formatting and layout features, matches
of regular expressions against the line content are used as
features as well. They are set to 1 if the regular expressions
match, otherwise to 0. With these features it is possible to
identify enumerations or captions of figures and tables that
start with a common pattern.
The features Fl calculated for a line l are used to build
the feature vectors. In order to include some context information in the feature vectors, the feature vector f~l that
describes line l does not only contain the features calculated
for the line itself but also the features for the k previous and
k following lines: f~l = (Fl−k , . . . , Fl−1 , Fl , Fl+1 , . . . , Fl+k )T .

LOGICAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

Our proposed structure analysis system consists of three
main components, as shown in Figure 1: Preprocessing,
Structure Analysis and Visualization.
In the Preprocessing step, the text lines of the documents
are extracted and converted into an intermediate representation. During the extraction, only the textual content with
its layout and formatting information is preserved. Other
content, e.g. images or movies, is discarded. The resulting
intermediate representation is independent from the format
of the input file.
In the Structure Analysis step different features are calculated from the layout and formatting properties of the
text lines. These features are used by a classifier to analyze the document structure and assign labels to the lines of
the document. The features and labels used by the structure
analysis are application dependent and different features and
labels maybe used for different tasks.
The user is integrated in the Structure Analysis process
based on a Visualization of the structure analysis results
who can directly verify and correct them. The visualization
is used during the training phase of the structure analysis in
order to reduce the manual effort to create a training set.

3.1

Structure Analysis

During the structure analysis of a document, the whole
document is examined line by line. A standard classification
algorithm uses a set of layout and formatting features to
assign a user-defined label to each line. Three types of layout
and formatting features are used in this step:
The first type of features describes the position of a line
on the page. The features can be used for identifying header
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Figure 3: Average F-measure of the structure analysis in the different reference data iterations.
The features of nonexistent lines at the beginning and end
of a page are set to zero.

3.2

ence conferences IEEE InfoVis 1995-2005, IEEE Vis 19902005, SIGMOD 1997-2007, ACM SAC 2005-2008, VLDB
2000-2008 and of articles from INTEGERS Electronic Journal of Combinatorial Number Theory vol. 0-9. The second
collection consists of 50 product manuals of different products from various manufactures that are accessible on the
Internet. The manuals are collected via a standard search
engine using the keyword “manual” and narrow down the
results to PDF documents from home pages of consumer
electronics manufactures.

Visualization

The visualization of the labeled documents allows the user
to verify and correct the results of the structure analysis.
The visualization consists mainly of two parts: the thumbnails on the left for an efficient navigation in the documents
and the detail view in the center for analysis and manual
corrections. An example of the visualization is shown in
Figure 2.
The thumbnail view shows multiple pages of different documents and is used for efficient navigation in the documents.
A thumbnail contains only the bounding boxes of the text
lines, which are filled with the color according to the label
of the line. The textual content is omitted. The user can
open a different page in the detailed view by clicking on the
corresponding thumbnail.
The detail view shows one page of the document. The
background color of each line is mapped to the label that
was assigned during the structure analysis. The user can
correct the label of a misclassified line by selecting the line
and choosing the correct label from the context menu. The
legend for the background color is located in the top row
underneath the menu bar.

3.3

4.1

In case of the first collection with the 250 publications, the
following semantic labels should be recognized by the structure analysis system: “Title”, “Author”, “Abstract”, “Headline 1”, “Headline 2”, “Headline 3”, “Enumeration”, “Caption”, “Footnote”, “Reference”, “Axiom”, “Definition”, “Lemma”, “Theorem”, “Corollary”, “Proposition”, “Text”. In addition to the formatting and geometry features described in
Section 3.1, also regular expressions for matching captions,
enumerations, headlines and mathematical components are
used here. For the evaluation, the 250 documents are divided
into a training collection of 167 documents and a test collection of 83 documents. The documents in the test collection
are labeled manually using the tool shown in Figure 2.
At first, the documents in the training collections are labeled according to the method described in section 3.3. In
the i-th iteration 2i−1 documents are selected randomly from
the unlabeled documents in the training collection. To evaluate the efficiency of the training method the intermediate
structure analysis of each iteration is evaluated on the test
collection. For each label precision P and recall R values
are calculated on text lines. In Figure 3 the F-measures
F = 2 · (P · R)/(P + R) for different labels in each iteration
are shown.
Generally, results in Figure 3 show that three groups of
labels can be identified. The first group of labels shown in
Figure 3a achieve good results with a few example documents, their F-measure increases to high values during the
first three iterations and slowly increases with further training documents in the successive training iterations. The
labels shown in Figure 3b benefit most from an increasing
number of training documents. Their F-measure increases
steadily during all training iterations and achieves good results after the last iteration. The third group of labels shown
in Figure 3c cannot be recognized correctly at all with the
presented method. Even with an increasing number of training documents these labels do not achieve satisfying recognition results.

Reference Data Creation

Combining the automatic structure analysis with user intervention can be used to adapt the structure analysis to
new document types in an efficient way. The required reference data can be generated in the same iterative workflow.
In the first iteration no reference data is available to build
a structure analysis model, so the user has to label the first
document manually. Afterwards, an initial model can be
created using the lines in the first document as training set.
In the second iteration, a small set of unlabeled documents
are chosen and the structure analysis model from the first
iteration is applied. Then, the user may correct the automatically generated results. The structure analysis is updated with the corrections made by the user, by adding the
corrected lines to the training examples and re-training the
machine learning algorithm. This process is continued until
the structure analysis reaches a sufficient quality.

4.

Learning Document Structure

EVALUATION

The structure analysis approach is evaluated on two different collections of documents. The first collection consists of
250 publications from the proceedings of the computer sci-
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Table 1: Performance of different algorithms on INTEGERS articles.
Title

Author

Abstract

Headline*

Text

Reference

Math. Comp.*

Caption

Nakagawa et
Precision
Recall
F-Measure

al.
1.00
0.46
0.63

0.22
1.00
0.36

1.00
0.12
0.21

0.13
0.24
0.17

0.78
0.93
0.85

1.00
0.00
0.00

0.14
0.02
0.04

1.00
0.00
0.00

Ratté et al.
Precision
Recall
F-Measure

0.83
0.14
0.24

Proposed System
Precision
1.00
Recall
1.00
F-Measure
1.00

0.24
0.24
0.24
0.67
0.22
0.33

0.76
0.79
0.78

0.60
0.51
0.55

Enum.

Footnote

*

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.70
0.20
0.31

1.00
0.00
0.00

0.97
0.93
0.95

Footnote

*

0.08
0.17
0.11

0.24
0.12
0.16

1.00
0.00
0.00

0.50
0.46
0.48

1.0
0.0
0.0
0.93
0.97
0.95

0.93
0.91
0.92

0.83
0.81
0.82

1.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
1.00
0.00

Table 2: Performance of different algorithms on computer science publications.
Title

Author

Abstract

Headline*

Text

Reference

Math. Comp.*

Caption

Nakagawa et
Precision
Recall
F-Measure

al.
1.00
0.38
0.56

0.46
0.21
0.29

0.89
0.73
0.80

0.20
0.02
0.03

0.72
0.99
0.83

1.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
0.00
0.00

Ratté et al.
Precision
Recall
F-Measure

1.00
0.54
0.70

Proposed System
Precision
0.88
Recall
1.00
F-Measure
0.93

0.92
0.81
0.86
0.63
0.92
0.75

0.47
0.43
0.45

0.77
0.82
0.80

0.21
0.47
0.29
0.94
0.96
0.95

0.97
0.96
0.97

0.73
0.14
0.91

0.71
0.69
0.91

The need for manual interaction is reduced by using the
structure analysis during the reference data creation. Within
the first two or three iterations, the automatic method recognizes already the majority of text lines correctly. Only the
labels of miss-classified lines must be corrected manually be
the user.

4.2

0.00
1.00
0.00

0.95
0.87
0.91

0.25
0.15
0.19

methods from the INTEGERS articles and the computer
science publications are shown. From the results in Table 1,
Table 2 and Table 3 it is evident that the performance of
the algorithms depends on the type of the document collection. The algorithm of Nakagawa et al. performs almost equally on the INTEGERS articles as well as on the
computer science publications. In particular, the system of
Ratté et al. achieves much higher accuracy on the computer
science publications than on the INTEGERS articles. The
proposed system outperforms the two others, on both, the
INTEGERS articles and the computer science publications.
Comparing the results in Table 1 with Table 2, it is evident that predefined structure analysis algorithms have the
drawback to work only for a specific document collection.
Adaptations of these algorithms to different document types
results in designing and implementing additional rules or
grammars. In contrast, the machine learning approach of
the proposed system can easily be adapted to different document collections and achieves very high recognition rates.
Basically, only the feature set used for the structure analysis has to be adapted to the specific properties of the new
document collection.

Table 3: Accuracy values based on the performances
shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
INTEGERS Computer Science
Nakagawa et al.
Ratté et al.
Proposed System

Enum.

Use Case: Publications

With the labeled training collection a new structure analysis is trained and compared to the methods of Nakagawa
et al. [10] and Ratté et al. [13]. Nakagawa et al. described
an algorithm for extracting structure information and mathematical components from publications. The method of
Ratté et al. is a graph based method that uses linguistic
information to identify titles, headlines and enumerations in
documents. For all methods, the precision, recall and Fmeasure for each label available in the reference data are
calculated on text lines. The results on the INTEGERS articles are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 shows the results on
the computer science publications.
Summing up, in Table 3 the accuracy of the different

4.3

Use Case: Product Manuals

As already mentioned, in addition to the computer science
publications and INTEGERS articles, the proposed system
is easily adapted to process a collection of product manuals.
In this third type of documents, the following structural
labels should be recognized: “Title”, “Headline”, “Table of
Content” (TOC), “Hint” and “Text”. Here, a new feature set
with geometry and formatting features is implemented. A
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7.

Table 4: Performance of the proposed system on
product manuals.
Proposed System
Precision
Recall
F-Measure

Title

Headline

Text

TOC

Hint

1.00
0.14
0.25

0.93
0.80
0.86

0.95
0.96
0.95

0.83
0.81
0.82

0.46
0.14
0.21
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regular expression scheme is used to match headlines. The
proposed system is tested with 10-fold cross-validation on
these new settings. The results are shown in Table 4.
It is evident that the system is able to identify text, headlines and TOC within the product manuals. Differences in
the layout of front pages yield into complicated recognition
of titles. Hints often occur in manuals and are highlighted
by different background color or have a border. The background colors as well as the borders are removed during the
reading of the PDF document; therefore this information
cannot be used for structure analysis. In contrast, headlines and TOC have special geometric characteristics and
are contained in almost all manuals.
Summarizing Table 4, the proposed system achieved a
promising accuracy of 0.94. It is shown that the proposed
system for scientific publications can easily be extended to
the requirements of the structure recognition for product
manuals.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Existing structure analysis methods are always designed
for dedicated document collections. Their adaptation to new
document types requires an expensive manual re-implementation. With the proposed machine learning approach, such
adaptation efforts can significantly be reduced. As Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 show, the application of the proposed system to three different document collections shows
by the majority much better accuracy values than two stateof-the-art methods.
The suggested coupling of machine learning with interactive visualization techniques reduces manual efforts in creating reference data very clearly. Section 4.1 explains how
the need for manual user interaction can considerably be
decreased by integrating the user in the manual verification
and improvement of automatically derived classification results.
For further improvements of the proposed system new
methods for learning regular expressions and keywords from
example documents will be integrated. Thereby, simple regular expressions could be learned automatically which would
reduce manual interaction efforts much further. In addition
to current efforts in developing new OCR technology for
the retroconversion of historical documents, the proposed
structure analysis framework shall be extended for processing structure information captured from raster images instead of PDF files.
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